Our Approach Our Approach
Mutual Influence (Kuan, Chau, Bellamy,Taylor, Butler) Our approach moves away from this dichotomy. Results:
All the variables considered exert a statistically significant influence on adoption in both areas, but...
It emerged that in Turin the width of digital gaps is wider than in Piedmont
The gap between mature and young users in Turin is over 3 times wider than in Piedmont
The gender gap is about the two times wider in Turin As per education, instead, gaps seem to be similar
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Conclusions Conclusions
Digital divide is not a monolithic concept but is a multifaceted moving target Digital divide determinants inside a region may vary in both nature and intensity (according to areas, definitions) Digital divide seems to be higher in areas with higher penetration rates (is the gap really closing?) Different types of digital divide arise from the interplay of demand and offer related gaps 
